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Abstract
This paper describes a mobile robot that can enter a

circular arena, gather a ock of ducks and manouvre

them safely to a speci�ed goal position. A minimal

simulation model of the ducks' ocking behaviour was

developed and used as a tool to guide the design of

a general ock-control algorithm. The algorithm was

�rst tested in simulation then tranferred unchanged

to a physical robot which succeeds in gathering a real

ock of ducks. This is the �rst example of a robot sys-

tem that exploits and controls an animal's behaviour

to achieve a useful task.

Robots successfully manipulate many objects in fac-
tories and laboratories. Research continues on manipu-
lating objects with complex or variable shapes and dy-
namics eg. food products (Juste et al., 1997). Recent
work in mobile robotics has focused on `adaptive be-
haviour' in animals, in order to extend the abilities of
robots (Maes, 1990) (Hallam and Hayes, 1994), and to
better understand the processes occurring in real crea-
tures (Webb, 1994)
(McFarland and Bosser, 1993). The Robot Sheepdog
Project examines the robotic manipulation of animals
by exploiting their adaptive behaviour. In contrast, pre-
vious work combining robots and animals (Trevelyan's
robot sheep-shearer (Trevelyan, 1992), Silsoe Research
Institute's milking robot (Frost et al., 1993)) has deliber-
ately minimised animal behaviour by physical restraint.
We have demonstrated a mobile robot that can enter
a circular arena, gather a ock of ducks and manouvre
them safely to a speci�ed goal position. This is the �rst
example of a robot system that exploits and controls an
animal's behaviour to achieve a useful task.

The sheepdog's gather-and-fetch task was chosen be-
cause of its familiarity and the strong interaction be-
tween the dog, shepherd and ock animals. Using ducks
instead of sheep allows us to experiment on a conve-
niently small scale, in a controlled indoor environment.
Duck ocking behaviour is recognised by shepherds as
similar to sheep; ducks are often used to train sheepdogs
because of their relatively slow movement.

Figure 1 Sheepdog with duck ock in Lancashire, 1996.

Flocking is considered an adaptive behaviour, as it
a�ords various advantages in hazard-avoidance, mating
and foraging. Models of ocking behaviour exist in the
literature and are generally derived from Hamilton's ob-
servation that ocking may be produced by the mass
action of individual animals, each seeking the proximity
of its nearest neighbours (Hamilton, 1971). It was later
suggested that this behaviour can be well modelled by
an attractive `force' acting between the animals, with
the magnitude of the attraction varying with the inverse
square of the animals' mutual distance (Partridge, 1982)
(Warburton and Lazarus, 1991). It is argued that this
relationship represents a linear response to sensory in-
formation which itself varies with the inverse square of
distance. Similar models have produced realistic com-
puter animations of bird ocks (Reynolds, 1987).

These ideas are familiar in robotics, where such po-
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Figure 2 Flock model (schematic not drawn to scale). Key: gain parameters K1!4; o�set parameter L; number of
ducklets N ; ducklet position D, other ducklet Dn; Robot position R; Nearest point on wall W ; algorithm terms
(1! 4) and resultant d (where ba is the unit vector of a).
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Figure 3 Flock control method (schematic not drawn to scale). Key: gain parameters K1!3; ock center F; Robot
position R; algorithm terms (1! 3) and resultant r (where ba is the unit vector of a)

tential �eld techniques are used for navigation (Cameron
and Probert, 1994). This class of algorithm uses the anal-
ogy of forces acting on particles, such that the robot will
move as if it were a particle attracted or repelled from
features in its environment. A robot is typically attracted
to a goal position and repelled from obstacles. The com-
monality of these animal and robot behaviour models
forms the basis of an e�ective ock-gathering strategy.

A minimal simulation model of the duck-herding sce-
nario was created, in which six model ducks (ducklets)
move in a circular arena containing a model robot. A

ducklet's movement vector d = ( �x(t)
�t

;
�y(t)

�t
) is deter-

mined by the function shown in Figure 2.

The ducklets are (Figure 2, term 1) attracted to each
other, aggregating the ock; (2) repelled from each other,
preventing collisions and maintaining inter-ducklet spac-
ing; (3) repelled from the arena wall, preventing colli-
sions. A further term (4) which produces repulsion from
the robot is proposed to model the aversive response of
the ducklets to the robot. All these forces are scaled ac-
cording to the inverse square of distance, and each duck-
let moves according to the resultant of the forces acting
upon it. The simulation produces a realistic-looking ock
which can be manipulated by steering the model robot.



Figure 4 Robot Sheepdog system overview.

By experimenting with the simulator, a closely re-
lated algorithm was developed which steers the robot
to gather the ock and return it to a goal position on
the edge of the arena. The robot's movement vector r
is given by the function shown in Figure 3. The robot
is (Figure 3, term 1) attracted to the center of the ock
(de�ned as the average position of all the ducklets) with
a magnitude proportional to their mutual distance. This
force causes the robot to move towards the ock. A sec-
ond force (2) repels the robot from the ock center with
a magnitude proportional to the inverse square of their
mutual distance. This prevents collisions. The resultant
of these two forces creates a circular orbit of zero poten-
tial around the ock centre. A further force (3) repels the
robot from the goal position with a constant magnitude.
This has the e�ect of tilting the potential landscape such
that the orbit around the ock now has a minimum be-
hind the ock with respect to the goal. The robot will
move towards this point; driving the ock away from it
and towards the goal. A separate mechanism is used to
prevent the robot hitting the walls (not described here).

This method was tested using the ock simulation.
A representative experiment is shown in Figure 6: The
robot starts at the goal position, approaches the ducks,
moves around behind them with respect to the goal, driv-
ing them in the desired direction. The system stabilises
with the ducklets near the goal, and the robot standing
o� some distance away. The paths of the robot and ock
center are shown (Figure 6 top) and the distance of the
ock from the goal (our success metric) is plotted over
time (Figure 6 bottom).

The method was found to be successful and robust

Figure 5 `Rover', the RSP vehicle.

over a wide range of ock parameters (Vaughan et al.,
1997). The algorithm was then implemented on a phys-
ical robot in order to test its performance with a real
ock of ducks.

The physical experimental system comprises a robot
vehicle, a workstation and a video camera (Figure 4).
The vehicle is designed to work in a duck's environment:
outdoors, on short grass, and in real time. Thus our
robot has a top speed � 4ms�1 (roughly twice as fast as
our ducks) and acceleration � 1ms�2. It is covered in a
soft plastic bumper mounted on rubber springs, ensuring
duck safety. In the tradition of mobile robotics, we call
it `Rover' (Figure 5).

The vehicle and the ducks are free to move in a vi-
sually uniform arena of 7m diameter, in view of the
overhead camera. The position and orientation of the
robot, and the position and size of the ock are deter-
mined by processing the video image stream . A standard
background-di�erencing technique is used, to achieve an
update rate of approximately 25Hz. The vision system's
output is used to generate a desired vehicle trajectory
using the algorithm described above.

The vehicle's current speed and heading are compared
to the desired movement vector r, and new wheel-speeds
(Rleft; Rright) are determined by the functions�

Rleft

Rright

�
=

�
jrj+ D

2
(� � 6 r)

jrj �
D
2
(� � 6 r)

�
where � is the robot's current heading and D is

the distance between the wheels. These wheel-speed de-
mands are passed to the vehicle via a radio modem. The
proportional controller

u(t) = K(R(t)�E(t))
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Figure 6 Simulation results. Top: paths of vehicle and ock

(goal is at (0, -3.3). Bottom: distance from ock centre to

goal position over time.

(where u is the output to the wheel, R is the desired
speed, E is the speed error, and K is the controller gain)
is implemented by the vehicle's on-board systems for
each wheel at 100Hz. The controller gain was chosen by
experiment and it is found that the vehicle's movement
closely approximates the desired trajectory.

A random point along the arena boundary was chosen
as the ock goal, corresponding to position (0, -3.3) on
Figure 7 (top). With the robot inactive and positioned
near the ock goal, the ducks were introduced into the
arena and allowed to move freely. After 5 minutes accom-
modation time, the robot was activated. Figure 7 (top)
shows the paths of the robot and the ock center over
a 60 second trial, with samples taken at 0.5s intervals.
Figure 7 (bottom) shows the distance of the ock center
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Figure 7 Real-world results. Top: paths of vehicle and ock

(goal is at (0, -3.3). Bottom: distance from ock centre to

goal position over time.

from the goal point over time; it can be seen that the
ock is e�ectively moved to the goal position. The be-
haviour of the real-world system is subjectively similar
to the simulation.

Since the �rst draft of this paper this pilot trial has
been followed by extensive experimental trials, and a su-
perior algorithm has been developed and tested. Papers
describing this recent work will appear during 1998.

In this paper we have described a robot system that
achieves a sheepdog-like task, gathering and fetching live
animals to a pre-de�ned goal position. We believe this is
the �rst automatic system to exploit an animals adap-
tive behaviour to achieve a useful task. The robot's con-
troller was designed and tested using a minimal simu-
lation model of the ducks' ocking behaviour, and suc-



cessfully transferred to the real world. We conclude that
behavioural simulations can be plausible engineering de-
sign tools, and that such a methodology is appropriate
for such animal-interactive robotics experiments. These
results also support the attraction-force model as a good
description of ocking behaviour.
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